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Chairman John Barker, Chairman Rick Wilborn and members of the House and Senate
committees, my name is Elizabeth Kirk and I am a legal scholar and former law professor. Thank
you for the opportunity to address you today.
This testimony is focused on a narrow matter, namely, the nature of the standard of
judicial review adopted by the Kansas Supreme Court in Hodes & Nauser v. Schmidt.1 The most
important (and decisive) point to emphasize for the members of the two committees is that the
standard of judicial review adopted by the court in Hodes is so rigorous that it is likely to
unsettle existing abortion law in Kansas and result in a legal landscape for abortion in this state
that is more permissive of abortion than either the current federal standard or the original
federal standard established by Roe v. Wade.
In order to appreciate the expansiveness of the court’s holding, one needs to
understand Roe v. Wade and the 1992 case which altered its impact, Planned Parenthood v.
Casey. My task today is to provide a brief sketch of the key aspects of those two cases,
background which demonstrates the astonishing breadth of the Hodes decision.
The central holding of Roe v. Wade was that laws involving a woman’s decision to
terminate her pregnancy implicate a right to privacy.2 Describing the right to terminate a
pregnancy as akin to a "fundamental" right, the Court determined that challenged abortion
laws must be analyzed under the highest level of judicial review. This standard, “strict scrutiny,”
is known colloquially among lawyers as “strict in theory, fatal in fact.”3 Under strict scrutiny, in
order for an abortion regulation to pass constitutional muster, the state must demonstrate that
it has a “compelling state interest” and that the law in question is “narrowly drawn to express
only the legitimate state interests at stake.”4
The Roe Court acknowledged that states have legitimate interests that “grow as the
woman approaches term,”5 eventually becoming compelling. Therefore, it set forth the
trimester framework for weighing those growing interests of the state.6 Under that framework,
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during the first trimester of pregnancy, “the abortion decision and its effectuation must be left
to the medical judgment of the pregnant woman’s attending physician”7 without interference
of the state. Thus, states have no compelling interest during the first trimester that would
justify regulating abortion at all. After the first trimester, states may regulate abortion “in ways
that are reasonably related to maternal health.”8 After viability, states may regulate and even
proscribe abortion because of its interest in the “potentiality of human life” but must include
exceptions for the preservation of the life or health of the mother.9
In the years after Roe, very little legislation survived this heightened judicial scrutiny
including many laws that today have broad support among most Americans, whether they
identify as pro-life or pro-choice.10 For example, under the Roe regime, the Supreme Court
struck down a twenty-four-hour waiting period,11 a parental consent requirement,12 various
informed consent requirements,13 and a requirement of humane disposal of fetal remains.14
Recall, maternal health wasn’t a “compelling” state interest until the second trimester. So,
federal appellate and district courts invalidated more than twenty first-trimester clinic health
and safety regulations, including admitting privilege and clinic licensure requirements.15 Two
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scholars described the federal courts’ jurisprudence in this area as having created a public
health vacuum endangering the lives and health of women.16 A notable exception to this was
the consistent ruling that states may restrict the use of public funds or facilities for abortion,
and that the right to abortion did not carry with it an affirmative funding obligation.17
By the early 1990s, many thought the Supreme Court might be poised to revisit, or even
overturn, Roe based on its changed composition.18 When the Court had the opportunity in
Planned Parenthood v. Casey, it reaffirmed the essential holding of Roe, the right of a woman to
have an abortion.19 Nevertheless, Casey made significant changes to the legal standard of
judicial review applicable in abortion cases, significantly expanding the latitude afforded to
states in regulating abortion. Casey remains the governing federal standard today.
In Casey, abortion providers had challenged a Pennsylvania omnibus statute which
contained a number of restrictions on abortion, including informed consent, a 24-hour waiting
period, parental consent (with judicial bypass), spousal notification (with judicial bypass), and
reporting requirements for abortion facilities.20 All of these restrictions had been declared
unconstitutional by the lower district court applying the strict scrutiny test of Roe21 and it was
ultimately appealed to the Supreme Court.
While affirming the central holding of Roe, the Court described the right at stake as a
“protected liberty interest” (rather than akin to a fundamental right), and instead of strict
scrutiny, Casey articulated a new standard of judicial review (made just for the abortion
context) known as the undue burden test, under which a law is invalid if it has the “purpose or
effect placing a substantial obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion of a nonviable
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fetus.”22 The Court also rejected the trimester framework in favor of a viability one.23 Under the
Casey rubric, before viability, the State may not create any undue burden on a woman’s right.24
However, the Court admitted that the states’ interests during this early stage of pregnancy had
“been given too little acknowledgement and implementation by the Court in its subsequent
cases.”25 Therefore, before viability, the Court declared that regulation is permissible as long as
it does not constitute an undue burden. For example, the Court said that states could take
“steps to ensure that [the woman’s] choice is thoughtful and informed,”26 could create
structural mechanisms by which the state, or the parent or guardian of a minor, expresses
profound respect for life of unborn,27 could pass measures designed to persuade a woman to
choose childbirth over abortion,28 could pass laws which have “the incidental effect of making
[abortion] more difficult or expensive to procure,”29 or regulations “to further the health or
safety of a woman seeking an abortion.”30 Subsequent to viability, the holding of Roe was left in
place, i.e., that states could regulate or even prohibit abortion “except where it is necessary, in
appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the life or health of the mother.”31
In articulating this new, relaxed standard of judicial review, and upholding all challenged
provisions (except spousal notification), the Court conceded serious problems with the rigid
strict scrutiny and trimester framework. In particular the court identified that strict scrutiny had
“led to the striking down of some abortion regulations which in no real sense deprived women
of the ultimate decision”32 and that it undervalued the “State’s interests in the potential life
within the woman.”33 Justices Blackman, in contrast, wrote separately urging the Court to
continue to require all “non-de-minimis abortion regulations [be subject to] strict scrutiny” as
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implemented by a trimester framework, and, as one would expect under this more rigid
standard, he would have stricken all of the statutory provisions.34
Since the Casey standard was adopted, states have had more latitude to enact
constitutionally permissible restrictions on abortion that reflect the policy preferences of the
electorate and which have broad support from the American people, as Kansas has done, such
as bans on partial-birth35 and post-viability abortions,36 required waiting periods where a
woman is offered the option to view a sonogram,37 or information about potential health
risks,38 prenatal development39 and available pregnancy assistance,40 a requirement that both
parents give permission before a minor can have an abortion,41 and health and safety standards
in clinics.42 Again, most of these restrictions had been held unconstitutional under Roe.
With that background, let us now turn back to the Hodes decision, in which the Kansas
Supreme Court found a right to abortion in our state constitution. In a 6-1 per curiam decision,
the Kansas Supreme Court interpreted Section 1 of the Bill of Rights to include the right to
abortion. That section provides: “All men are possessed of equal and inalienable natural rights,
among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” The Kansas Supreme Court found
that the word “liberty” protects a woman’s right “to make decisions about whether she will
continue a pregnancy.”43 This right, located in our state constitution, is independent of the
existing federal right.
Declaring abortion to be among Kansans’ fundamental rights, the Kansas Supreme Court
adopted the rigorous strict scrutiny test.44 The court specifically rejected the prevailing federal
undue burden test, finding it difficult to understand and apply, less demanding than was
appropriate for infringement of a fundamental right, too subjective, and without adequate
precedent under Kansas law.45 The court described two ways in which the strict scrutiny
standard was more rigorous than the undue burden one. First, the court noted that once a
plaintiff proves an infringement, “regardless of degree,”46 “the government’s action is
presumed unconstitutional” and the burden shifts to the State to establish its compelling
interest and narrow tailoring of the law to serve it.47 In contrast, the court said that the undue
burden test is a balancing test which distributes “the burden of proof roughly evenly between
34
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the plaintiff and state in a given case.”48 Second, the court noted that the undue burden test
requires only that the governmental interest at stake be “legitimate” or “valid” rather than one
that is compelling, which the court defined as “not only extremely weighty, possibly urgent, but
also rare.”49 Concluding that the undue burden test “lacks the rigor demanded by the Kansas
Constitution for protecting the right of personal autonomy at issue in this case,”50 the court
held that strict scrutiny best protected that right.
Opponents of a constitutional amendment have suggested that the state legislature
remains free to regulate abortion.51 Against the backdrop of Roe and Casey, this is plainly
misleading. The standard adopted by the Kansas Supreme Court has an immediate concrete
effect, one articulated emphatically by the court itself. Our court did not adopt a lock-step
approach in which laws are interpreted consistently with federally applicable standards.
Instead, it adopted the strictest standard, specifically rejecting the current undue burden
standard of Casey. This is not a distinction without a difference. Indeed, post-Hodes
submissions by plaintiffs in pending litigation (in the Hodes case itself and a challenge to the
state’s ban on telemedicine abortions) rely on this difference, describing the scrutiny standard
of review as “the most exacting test courts apply”52 and the “most searching” standard.53
The court's adoption of the most rigorous standard means that it will be far more
difficult for the Kansas Legislature to adopt common-sense regulations on abortion. Just as
common-sense regulations were struck down pre-Casey, our basic informed consent provisions
(subject to a judicial bypass option), 24-hour waiting periods, and parental consent
requirements, are now vulnerable under Hodes. This conclusion is not scaremongering. It is
predictable and likely, for three reasons.
First, the experience of other states, like Kansas, that have found independent
constitutional rights to abortion54 and adopted a strict scrutiny standard of judicial review
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reveals that they regularly strike down regulations which would pass muster under current
federal law. Under strict scrutiny, Alaska has invalidated down funding restrictions, parental
consent, and parental notification,55 California has invalidated funding restrictions and parental
consent,56 Florida has struck down parental notice and parental consent,57 Iowa has struck
down a 72-hour waiting period,58 Massachusetts has invalidated funding restrictions and a
parental consent statute,59 Minnesota has struck down funding restrictions,60 Montana has
invalidated a requirement that only physicians may perform abortions,61 New Jersey has struck
down funding restrictions and parental notice,62 and Tennessee struck down informed consent
and a waiting period.63 All of those statutes and regulations would have been upheld under
Casey, but were struck down under independent state constitutional analyses. In contrast, in
states (like Ohio and Mississippi) that have adopted the undue burden standard, courts have
upheld the statutes being challenged, like parental consent, informed consent, and waiting
periods.64 Given this persuasive precedent from other states, there is little reason to take the
opponents’ word for it that a broad range of Kansas statutes regulating abortion would survive
strict scrutiny review. Indeed, the Hodes court relied on four of these cases (involving
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restrictions on state funding of abortions),65 which strongly suggests that the court finds those
other states persuasive and believes publicly funded abortion will be required by its decision.
Second, in the Hodes decision, Justice Biles, while concurring in the result, wrote
separately to criticize adoption of the strict scrutiny standard. Anyone who thinks that the strict
scrutiny standard adopted by Hodes is not meaningfully different from the undue burden
standard should read this concurrence carefully. He advocated the adoption of an “evidencebased analytical framework” based on the United States Supreme Court decision in Whole
Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt which, he said, “acknowledges important state interests with
abortion that … are not recognized under federal strict scrutiny jurisprudence.”66 In addition,
Justice Biles identified what I have already explained, namely that “pre-Casey federal strict
scrutiny jurisprudence will also have potentially unsettling ripple effects in other areas of
Kansas law touching on abortion access.”67 By way of example, Justice Biles specifically
referenced the Kansas informed consent statute, implying its vulnerability.68
Finally, perhaps the most compelling point is another one highlighted by Justice Biles
and that is that the court does not “explain whether Roe’s trimester framework has any
application in Kansas.”69 In other words, Hodes not only goes farther than the current federal
standard under Casey; it goes even farther than Roe. Unlike the Roe standard, the Kansas
Supreme Court did not make any meaningful allowance for the State’s growing interest in the
life of the unborn child as it develops in the womb.70 Under both Roe and Casey, after viability
the state may restrict or even proscribe abortion except where necessary to preserve the life or
health of the mother. The Hodes court said no such thing. Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that the court intended that any law touching on abortion, using the court’s language,
“regardless of degree”71 – from conception to the delivery room, from informed consent to
clinic safety standards – must pass strict scrutiny. This means that even abortion regulations
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which survived the heightened standard of Roe, such as post-viability bans or born-alive bills,72
likely will not be upheld under Hodes.
The history over the last 40 years of state legislative attempts to regulate abortion and
judicial review has been compared to the “classic recurring football drama of Charlie Brown and
Lucy in the Peanuts comic strip.”73 However imperfect, the Casey compromise was intended to
strike a balance on this contentious issue in our pluralistic republic and give greater latitude to
the people, through their legislators, to regulate abortion. But the fact remains that, of all the
standards of review, Kansas has adopted the most rigid and restrictive one – and one which
promises to land this legislature, despite it most sincere efforts, again and again, flat on its
back.
In closing, against the legal backdrop of the holdings of Roe and Casey and the cases
decided under them, it is abundantly clear how very sweeping the Kansas Supreme Court’s
decision is and how it is not exaggeration to say that Kansas is now among the most permissive
abortion regimes in the nation and how vulnerable many of our existing laws are under this
decision.
Thank you.
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